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MULTICULTURAL DIPLOMACY: 

A NEW APPROACH TO EMBASSY OUTREACH 

 
BRIDGET CARR 

 

 

 

 

Since 2001, U.S. public diplomacy to the Arab world has largely focused on expanding access to 

U.S. friendly news stories and increasing exposure to American youth culture through traditional 

media. These efforts have largely failed and are viewed by many as propagandistic and culturally 

insensitive. 

 

This brief proposes an alternative model for public diplomacy that promotes multiculturalism to 

help Muslim immigrants in Europe integrate into their host societies. Building on current U.S. 

Embassy efforts in Paris, multicultural public diplomacy would involve cultural and educational 

initiatives that: (1) highlight and celebrate immigrant culture on its own merits and as it 

contributes to the host nation; (2) encourage dialogue, mutual respect, and tolerance among 

communities; and (3) promote the benefits of democratic multiculturalism by emphasizing the 

successes of minorities and immigrants in the United States. The goal of multicultural diplomacy 

is to engender positive feelings toward the United States among Muslim immigrants – and, 

through those immigrants, their relatives in their home countries – by supporting much needed 

outreach initiatives that aid integration. 

 

 

Growing Anti-Americanism in the Muslim World 
 

Among Muslims in both the Middle East and Europe, confidence in and positive opinions toward 

the United States remain low.  

 

 

The Greater Middle East 

 

 In Turkey, Pakistan, and Egypt, only 17% of the population holds a positive opinion 

of the United States (the Egyptian rating dropped ten percentage points between 2009 

and 2010), while 21% of Jordanians and 52% of Lebanese view the United States 

favorably.
1
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Muslim Immigrants in Europe 

 

 In the 2006 Pew Global Attitudes poll, 62% of British Muslims, 60% of German 

Muslims, and 58% of French Muslims viewed relations between Westerners and 

Muslims as generally bad.
2
 

 

 In the 2006 poll, 64% of British Muslims, 48% of German Muslims, and 45% of 

French Muslims characterized Westerners as arrogant. Among these groups, 67%, 

57%, and 51% respectively characterized Westerners as selfish.
3
 

 

 

U.S. Public Diplomacy toward the Arab World Since 2001 
 

Since September 11, 2001, the United States has made little effort to culturally engage Arabs in a 

dialogue or to foster deeper social connections with specific communities. Instead, U.S. public 

diplomacy has sought to influence public opinion in the Middle East by providing increased 

access to U.S.-friendly information and exposure to American youth culture. These initiatives 

have largely faltered and are viewed by many in the region as propagandistic and culturally 

insensitive.
 4 

  

Major public diplomacy programs since 2001 include: 

 

 Arabic Radio Station, Radio Sawa: Provides youth-oriented music and lifestyle 

programming in addition to news that presents the United States in a positive manner. 

Broadcast online and in Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Morocco, Pakistan, Syria, and 

Sudan. Replaced Voice of America Arabic Service in 2002.  

 

Strength: Provides access to American youth culture and helps combat news 

stories in the Arab media that are unfavorable to the United States. 

 

Weakness: Programming considered to too light for a serious news source and 

often interpreted as U.S. propaganda. According to former Voices of America 

Director Robert Reilly, ―The more like commercial radio U.S. broadcasting 

becomes, the less reason it has to exist. After all, the image of America created by 

the popular media is the cliché that often repels much of the world.‖
5
 Ayman 

Bardawil, a Palestinian broadcaster for al-Quds Educational TV adds that he is 

―fed up with hearing everything through the American filters‖ and that he 

questions whether the ―news on Sawa might prevent some people from listening 

to the music,‖ effectively highlighting the problems inherent in maintaining a 

station that attracts young listeners while conveying a pro-American message.
6
 

 

 Arabic Youth Lifestyle Magazine, Hi: Designed to showcase American popular 

culture while simultaneously dispelling negative American stereotypes. Associated 

with an Arab and English language website launched in 2004. 
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Strength: Aimed to build inter-cultural bonds by highlighting similarities among 

global youth. 

 

Weakness: Magazine and website suspended in 2005, pending investigation as to 

whether content met State Department objectives for public diplomacy. 

According to surveys in the Middle East, critics of the magazine see it ―just like 

Sawa…as ‗soft-sell propaganda,‘ the apolitical content of which fails to bridge 

any gaps with Arabs.‖ Prominent Al-Ahram (a weekly on-line Egyptian 

newspaper) columnist Salama Ahmed Salama described Hi as ―‗too naïve and 

superficial to bridge any gaps, not even cultural ones‘‖ and is ―‗similar to dozens 

of other Arab magazines presenting trivial material on pop stars for unpoliticized 

youths.‘‖
7
 The Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy, Karen Hughes, 

suspended the publication of the magazine to ―take a look and see if [the State 

Department was] actually effective in reaching [its] intended audience with this 

particular vehicle‖
8
 and ―because it was unclear how widely it was read.‖

9
 The 

magazine was never re-circulated. 

 

 Arabic Language TV Station, al-Hurra: Provides news and American lifestyle 

programming in the form of sports, cooking, fashion, technology, and entertainment 

programs.
10

 Broadcast throughout the Middle East. Referred to as the ―American 

answer to Al Jazeera.‖
11

 

 

Strength: Delivers world news with a pro-Western point of view. 

 

Weakness: Past broadcasts of culturally insensitive and terrorist-produced material 

illustrate its poor management and negative reviews. In 2006, al-Hurra 

unintentionally broadcasted several controversial messages including a ―68-

minute call to arms against Israelis by a senior figure of Hezbollah, deferential 

coverage of President Ahmadinejad‘s Holocaust denial conference, and a 

factually flawed piece on a splinter group of Orthodox Jews who oppose the state 

of Israel‖ because, according to Broadcasting Board of Governors member 

Joaquin Blaya, ―top officials in the network‘s chain of command could not 

understand what was being said on al-Hurra broadcasts.‖
12

 A 2008 poll 

conducted by University of Maryland and Zogby International in Egypt, Morocco, 

Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates revealed that only 

two percent of the population in these countries watches al-Hurra. A 2009 

follow-up indicated a further 0.5 percent decrease in viewership.
13

 

 

 Middle East Partnership Initiative: Provides funding for partnerships with non-

governmental actors such as NGOs, educational institutions, local governments, and 

private businesses to strengthen civil society and the rule of law, empower women 

and youth, improve and expand education, encourage economic development, and 

increase political participation.
14
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Strength: Uses non-traditional and non-governmental resources to expand 

programming and expertise through interaction with private citizens and operates 

directly within communities to build lasting and meaningful relationships.
 15

 
 

 

Weakness: Both Middle Eastern and U.S. governmental regulations limit the 

amount of programs and reforms possible because they interfere with the 

flexibility and effectiveness of aid delivery systems, do not foster regional 

expertise, and cannot establish critical programs that may be in conflict with other 

U.S. policies. The State Department is often reluctant to pursue those programs 

that damage economic and security-based relationships with autocratic regimes 

and is ―‗largely working within the boundaries set by Arab governments‘‖
16

 that 

do not want to implement initiatives that attack ―the thornier questions of political 

reform.‖
17

  

 

 Shared Values Initiative: Created a series of mini-documentaries designed to dispel 

mistruths about American treatment of and discrimination against Muslims. 

 

Strength: Provided information about American freedoms and the benefits of 

tolerant, democratic society through an accessible media.
18

 

 

Weakness: Although initially thought to be successful, the project failed, as it was 

interpreted as abject propaganda by the Muslim world and discontinued less than 

a month after its release. Although a study conducted by Jami Fullerton and Alice 

Kendrick registered an increase in positive attitudes held toward the U.S. 

government and Americans after watching the documentaries, only 5.8 percent of 

the initial sample and 17 percent of the secondary sample were Muslim and, 

therefore, the measured impact was fairly irrelevant.
19

 ―Experts who follow the 

Arab press say Beers‘ ad campaigns [Shared Values Initiative included] are 

regularly mocked and derided in the Arabic media. ‗The premise of U.S. 

propaganda in the Middle East is that Muslims and Arabs are idiots – simple-

minded, feeble-minded idiots.‘‖
20

 

 

 

Multicultural Public Diplomacy 

 

Multicultural public diplomacy seeks to improve Arab perceptions of the United States by 

culturally engaging immigrant Muslim populations in Europe. This engagement would involve 

initiatives that: (1) highlight and celebrate immigrant culture on its own merits and as it 

contributes to the host nation, (2) encourage dialogue, mutual respect, and tolerance among 

communities, and (3) promote the benefits of democratic multiculturalism by highlighting the 

successes of minorities and immigrants in the United States.  
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The Need: Muslim Communities in Europe 

 

Although officials often refer to all those who phenotypically appear to be foreign-born as 

―immigrants,‖ it is important to distinguish between foreign-born Muslims and European-

born Muslims to properly assess new and pressing security concerns and trends regarding 

this segment of the population. Counter-terror strategies have primarily focused on foreign-

born Muslims, but evidence shows that European-born Muslims represent both a greater 

threat and potentially a more receptive target for focused public diplomacy efforts.
21

 

 

 Foreign-born Muslims (Immigrants): This group is often considered the most 

pressing security threat to the West because its members are associated with a 

majority of recent terrorist attacks.
22

 Immigrants migrate to Europe to seek asylum, 

escape authoritarian regimes, study in Western institutions of higher learning, or, in 

extreme cases, become part of ―sleeper cells‖ responsible for committing terrorist 

acts. These immigrant extremists - who represent a very small portion of the overall 

population – usually commit terrorist acts to satisfy a pre-meditated desire rather than 

in response to conditions in the host country. The vast majority of Muslim immigrants 

that come to Europe peacefully to seek increased economic opportunities (even in the 

face of discrimination) and are more focused on surviving economically than on 

organizing political action or joining terrorist organizations.
23

 

 

 European-born Muslims: Often incorrectly referred to as immigrants, European-born 

Muslims are raised in a society governed by liberal institutions which promise 

freedom, equality, and brotherhood for all, but experience disappointment when their 

host countries fail to adhere to these principles in dealing with ―outsiders.‖ This group 

is very likely to participate in communitarian activism and is susceptible to 

radicalization.
24

 European-born Muslims represent a significant threat to U.S. security 

because potential terrorists born in the European Union not only have free movement 

throughout Europe, but also to the United States without a visa or entry interview.
25

 

Perhaps foreshadowing a future trend, all organizers of the various major terrorist 

attacks on Europe were born in the Middle East except those who carried out the most 

recent bombings in London in 2005.
26

 

 

 

The Paris Embassy Success 

 

Recent U.S. public diplomatic efforts in Paris have consisted of relatively simple yet pointed 

efforts to increase the visibility of minority communities accustomed to being forgotten or 

oppressed as a result of French laws that forbid preferential treatment for a specific 

group. These laws, in practice, help perpetuate the existence of shantytowns, suppress 

religious expression, and segregate rather than integrate.
27

 According to banlieue resident 

Aziz Senni (founder of a taxi service and an investment fund designed to encourage 

economic development in these suburbs), giving recognition to the banlieues is ―worth more 

as much as gold,‖
 28

 while Rokhaya Diallo, leader of ―Les Indivisibles‖ (a group which 
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promotes racial harmony) observes, ―a foreign country identifies us as potential leaders. 

Here we receive no recognition [by the French government].‖
29

  

 

Successful U.S. Embassy in Paris programming to this marginalized community includes 

the following: 

 

 Create Today: A cultural entrepreneurship initiative that highlights ways to pursue a 

career in the arts both through private and public channels. The program is designed 

reinforce the concept of ―shared values‖ between the United States and France to 

―defend artistic creativity‖ in any form.
30

 

 

Impact: According to a United States embassy official, the program was 

extremely well-received by members of these communities (many of them 

Muslims) who want to increase global understanding of their culture through art.
31

  

 

 Mural Arts Program: A partnership between a Philadelphia-based arts group and 

local community leaders in Villiers-le-Bel, Bondy, and Bagnolet to create murals 

commemorating the message of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
32

 

 

Impact: Increases the visibility of a community, reinforces peaceful and moderate 

values within disaffected populations. The mayor of Bondy, M. Roger, notes that 

residents of the banlieues ―have the sense that the United States looks upon our 

areas with much more deference and respect [than the French government].‖
33

  

 

 Unconventional “Speakers Programs”: Personal connections with the ambassador 

brought Samuel L. Jackson to Bondy where he spoke with youth about growing up in 

Tennessee during segregation, the importance of education, and capitalizing on 

opportunities. 

 

Impact: Emphasizes the possibilities associated with the ―American Dream‖ (even 

for a marginalized minority group), a philosophy that can easily be extended 

throughout the world.
34

 According to one of the students in attendance, Widad 

Ketfi, ―American attention is proof that ‗these young people are succeeding‘ and 

that ‗we‘re not invisible.‘‖ Claude Grunitzky, founder of Trace TV (an urban 

culture network) and author of Transculturalismes (Transculturalisms), notes that 

―The United States is truly invested in the problem of the banlieues and those of 

the urban youth who reside there. [The United States‘ government] knows that the 

‗American Dream‘ is very present in the collective conscious and wants to 

support that [in these areas].‖
35

  

 

 

Building On Success 

 

In light of French embassy success in underserved neighborhoods composed of largely 

Muslim populations, the Department of State should expand similar programs throughout 

Europe and sharpen the focus of these initiatives on Muslim communities. As noted by the 
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mayor of Vénissieux (a banlieue south of the industrial city of Lyon), André Gérin, ―These 

[new diplomatic] practices are logical to the United States. France under-estimates the 

terrorist threats, in contrast to Americans who magnify them. Their involvement in the 

banlieues follows.‖
36

 The major objectives of these programs should be: 

 

1) To highlight and celebrate immigrant culture on its own merits and as it contributes to 

the host nation.  

 

Proposed Programs: Arts-exchange programs, micro-grants for entrepreneurial 

cultural expositions, and religious festivals to increase awareness and 

understanding of moderate Islam. 

 

Desired Outcome: De-politicize discussion of Arab-Muslim culture in order to 

better understand how this community can retain its cultural integrity while being 

effectively integrated into the existing Western framework. 

 

2) To encourage dialogue, mutual respect, and tolerance among communities.  

 

Proposed Programs: Alternative interaction with local law enforcement (such as 

police-taught self-defense classes)
37

, educational seminars for community leaders 

on topics ranging from political participation to effective media application, and 

townhall-style meetings with politically neutral moderators. 

 

Desired Outcome: Cultivate and encourage moderate and peaceful leadership 

within the Muslim communities that work productively within the system instead 

of violently against it. Connect law enforcement and local government officials 

with historically marginalized communities in order to ―humanize‖ each group‘s 

objectives and establish a network of trust between opposing groups regardless of 

past injustices or abuse. 

 

3) To promote the benefits of democratic multiculturalism by highlighting the successes 

of minorities and immigrants in the United States. 

 

Proposed Programs: Non-academic speakers series conducted by celebrities, 

entrepreneurs, non-profit organizers, etc., distribution of multi-media educational 

materials created for minority groups by minority groups, and personal address by 

President Barack Obama in a banlieue such as Bondy.
38

 

 

Desired Outcome: Demonstrate that liberal ideology and democratic institutions 

can help minorities achieve economic progress and social acceptance without a 

loss of identity. 
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Multicultural Diplomacy 

 

Strength 

 

 Focuses on reaching out to populations in democratic countries at risk of 

radicalization. 

 

 Emphasizes the ways that Muslims can enrich their host country through projects that 

increase their visibility and showcase their talents. In doing so, these programs 

demonstrate the United States‘ respect of immigrant culture and Islam.  

 

 Creates and expands a network of ―moderate Muslims‖ that serve as role models for 

feasibility of integration of Muslim tradition and republican values in the greater 

Middle East. 

 

Weakness 

 

 Potentially perceived as outside the traditional constraints of diplomatic efforts and, 

therefore, inappropriate.
39

 

 

Response: Although these new multicultural diplomacy programs often address 

social problems that should ideally be managed by the host nation government, 

the goal is to positively impact and reinforce pro-Western attitudes and values 

within marginalized Muslim populations regardless of which nation effectively 

accomplishes it. Rhetoric and access to media are not sufficient to change 

attitudes among disenfranchised population. The United States must champion the 

benefits of democratic multiculturalism by providing programming that educates 

and helps immigrants integrate into their host societies. 

 

 Susceptible to criticism from host nation populations who fear infiltration or 

unwanted influence from the United States within their immigration policy.
40

 

 

Response: All of the efforts proposed should be conducted with the consent of or 

in partnership with the host government.
41

 Much of the criticism for programs 

conducted in Paris have come from nationalist, reactionary groups who resent any 

kind of outside influence, whether from an allied nation or immigrant 

communities in general. Their exaggerated response is not credible in the eyes of 

the majority of the French people. 
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perçus dans les banlieues,‖ Rue89, May 6, 2008, http://www.rue89.com/campagnes-damerique/grace-a-obama-les-

etats-unis-mieux-percus-dans-les-banlieues.  
39

 Emeline Cazi, ―Pourquoi les Etats-Unis s'intéressent à nos banlieues,‖ Le Parisien, April 21, 2008, 

http://www.leparisien.fr/une/pourquoi-les-etats-unis-s-interessent-a-nos-banlieues-21-04-2008-3298451396.php. 
40

 André Gérin (Vénissieux mayor) comments on the United States‘ involvement in the banlieues: ―I was surprised 

to learn [about these programs] in a newspaper article and I will be curious to know the position of the French 

government and the President of the Republic on these programs. A problem results from the point of view of the 

authority of our institutions and the independence of France vis-à-vis the United States.‖ Original quote ―J‘ai été 

étonné d‘apprendre ça à la une d‘un journal et je serais curieux de connaître la posture du gouvernement français et 

du président de la République sur ces actions. Un problème se pose d‘un point de vue de l‘autorité de nos 

institutions et de l‘indépendance de la France vis-à-vis des Etats-Unis.‖ Delassus, ―Banlieues.‖ 
41

 U.S. Embassy official in Paris, February 4, 2011. 
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